


















































Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 02

BT-2/J-21 42010
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

ME-103-E (Option II)

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 100

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at least one

question from each Unit. All questions carry equal

marks.

Unit I

1. What is an Electric Hazard ? How is the human body

affected by the flow of electric current through it ? What

are the common methods of providing artificial respiration

to an electric shock victim ? 20

2. What are high speed steels ? What are the principal

alloying elements in them ? Describe their properties in

brief. 20

Unit II

3. What do you understand by the term Mould and the

Core ? Write down the procedure to be followed in green

sand and dry sand moulding. 20

4. Name the various defects which occur in sand casting

and state their probable causes and remedies. 20
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Unit III

5. Explain briefly the various methods of hot extrusion with

neat sketches. 20

6. Explain the following :

(a) Shearing

(b) Punching

(c) Blanking

(d) Piercing

(e) Bending. 20

Unit IV

7. Define Metal Cutting. Explain the nomenclature of a

single point cutting tool. Also explain the uses of coolant

in machining. 20

8. Define electric arc welding. Discuss with the help of neat

sketch, the principle of arc welding. What is straight

polarity and reverse polarity ? 20
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Roll No. .......................... Total Pages : 10

BT-2/J-21 42036
ENGLISH

HM-101A

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks : 75

Note : Attempt five questions in all. All questions carry equal

marks.

1. (a) Correct the following sentences : 10

(i) Myself I am Ravi.

(ii) 1 am having four brothers.

(iii) He do not have a laptop.

(iv) Does she has a car ?

(v) That only, she is very arrogant.

(vi) I cannot cope up with this pressure.

(vii) What is the time in your watch ?

(viii) Our classroom is in the second floor.

(ix) He has white hairs.

(x) 1 prefer coffee than tea.

(b) Punctuate the following sentences : 5

(i) They are to send letters to the leaders of

charitable organisation
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4. Write an essay on any one of the following topics : 15

(i) Cyber Culture and Society.

(ii) Education should be free for everyone.

(iii) Violent video games should be banned.

(iv) Is technology limiting creativity.

5. Write precise of the following passage. Also suggest a

suitable title : 15

Amongst my few friends at the high school I had, at

different times, two who might be called intimate. One of

these friendships did not last long, though I never forsook

my friend. He forsook me, because I made friends with

the other. This latter friendship I regard as a tragedy in

my life. It lasted long. I formed it in spirit of a reformer.

This companion was originally my elder brother's friend.

They were classmates. I knew his weakness, but I regarded

him as a faithful friend. My mother, my eldest brother,

and my wife warned me that I was in bad company. I

was too proud to heed my wife's warning. But I dared not

go against the opinion of my mother and my eldest

brother. Nevertheless, I pleaded with them saying, ‘1

know he has the weaknesses you attribute to him, but

you do not know his virtues. He cannot lead me astray,

as my association with him is meant to reform him. For

I am sure that if he reforms his ways, he will be a

splendid man. 1 beg you not to be anxious on my account.’

I do not think this satisfied them, but they accepted my

explanation and let me go my way.
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(ii) Engineers require an advanced knowledge of

algebra trigonometry and geometry

(iii) we have paid our dues we expect all the

privileges listed in the contract

(iv) I need the following articles a glass a cup a

jug and a napkin

(v) bravo you have won the match

2. (a) Use the following idioms and phrasal verbs in your

sentences : 10

(i) ask out

(ii) back up

(iii) close up

(iv) fall out

(v) sort out

(vi) show off

(vii) break in

(viii) look out

(ix) call off

(x) give out.

(b)  Fill in the blanks with appropriate words : 5

(i) Mahesh has been sitting…………..for the past

one year. (ideal/idle).

(ii) The curtains where………………..tied.

(loosely/loose)

(iii) The President inaugurated the seminar

by………………the ceremonial lamp.

(lightening/lighting)

(iv) 1 decided to call her in the……………

(knight/night)

(v) The lady wants us to…………………..in the

house. (leave/live)

3. Make two words with the following suffixes and

prefixes : 15

(i) an………………………

(ii) bene……………….…

(iii) com……………………

(iv) a…………………………

(v) neo………………….…

(vi) an………………………

(vii) …………………….…ss,

(viii) …………………….…ed,

(ix) …………………….…ian„

(x) ……………………..…al.

(xi) Ante……………………

(xii) ……………………ware

(xiii) Micro…………….……

(xiv) …………………………ly

(xv) …………………………or.
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I have seen since that I had calculated wrongly. A reformer

cannot afford to have close intimacy with him whom he

seeks to reform. True friendship is an identity of souls

rarely to be found in this world. Only between like natures

can friendship be altogether worthy and enduring. Friends

react on one another. Hence in friendship there is very

little scope for reform. I am of opinion that all exclusive

intimacies are to be avoided: for man takes in vice far

more readily than virtue. And he who would be friends

with God must remain alone, or make the whole world

his friend. I may be wrong, but my effort to cultivate an

intimate friendship proved a failure.

A wave of 'reform' was sweeping over Rajkot at the time

when 1 first came across this friend. He informed me that

many of our teachers were secretly taking meat and wine.

He also named many well-known people of Rajkot as

belonging to the same company. There were also, I was

told, some high-school boys among them.

I was surprised and pained. I asked my friend the reason

and he explained it thus : ‘We are a weak people because

we do not eat meat. The English are able to rule over us,

because they are meat-eaters. You know how hardy I am,

and how great a runner too. It is because I am a meat-

eater. Meat-eaters do not have boils or tumours, and even

if they sometimes happen to have any, these heal quickly.

Our teachers and other distinguished people who eat meat

are no fools. They know its virtues. You should do

likewise. There is nothing like trying. Try, and see what

strength it gives.’

(1) Our theory of truth must be such as to admit of its

opposite, falsehood. A good many philosophers have

failed adequately to satisfy this condition: they have

constructed theories according to which all our

thinking ought to have been true, and have then

had the greatest difficulty in finding a place for

falsehood. in this respect our theory of belief must

differ from our theory of acquaintance, since in the

case of acquaintance it was not necessary to take

account of any opposite.

(2) It seems fairly evident that if there were no beliefs

there could be no falsehood, and no truth either, in

the sense in which truth is correlative to falsehood.

If we imagine a world of mere matter, there would

be no room for falsehood in such a world, and

although it would contain what may be called 'facts',

it would not contain any truths, in the sense in

which truths are thins of the same kind as

falsehoods. In fact, truth and falsehood are properties

of beliefs and statements: hence a world of mere

matter, since it would contain no beliefs or

statements, would also contain no truth or falsehood.
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6. Develop an outline of a presentation on

“Cyber security”. 15

Or

Develop an outline of a presentation on "Noise Pollution".

7. Write a slogan and supporting text on ‘Rain Water

Conservation’. 15

Or

Write a slogan and supporting text on ‘Save the Girl

Child’.

8. Read the following passage and answer the questions that

follow : 15

Our knowledge of truths, unlike our knowledge of things,

has an opposite, namely error. So far as things are

concerned, we may know them or not know them, but

there is no positive state of mind which can be described

as erroneous knowledge of things, so long, at any rate, as

we confine ourselves to knowledge by acquaintance.

Whatever we are acquainted with must be something: we

may draw wrong inferences from our acquaintance, but

the acquaintance itself cannot be deceptive.

Thus there is no dualism as regards acquaintance. But as

regards knowledge of truths, there is a dualism. We may

believe what is false as well as what is true. We know

that on very many subjects different people hold different

and incompatible opinions: hence some beliefs must be

erroneous. Since erroneous beliefs are often held just as

strongly as true beliefs, it becomes a difficult question

how they are to be distinguished from true beliefs. How

are we to know., in a given case, that our belief is not

erroneous ? This is a question of the very greatest

difficulty, to which no completely satisfactory answer is

possible. There is, however, a preliminary question which

is rather less difficult, and that is: What do we mean by

truth and falsehood ? It is this preliminary question which

is to be considered in this chapter.

In this chapter we are not asking how we can know

whether a belief is true or false: we are asking what is

meant by the question whether a belief is true or false. It

is to be hoped that a clear answer to this question may

help us to obtain an answer to the question what beliefs

are true, but for the present we ask only 'What is truth ?'

and 'What is falsehood ?' not 'What beliefs are true ?' and

'What beliefs are false ?' It is very important to keep

these different questions entirely separate, since any

confusion between them is sure to produce an answer

which is not really applicable to either.

There are three points to observe in the attempt to discover

the nature of truth, three requisites which any theory

must fulfill.
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(3) But, as against what we have just said, it is to be

observed that the truth or falsehood of a belief

always depends upon something, which lies outside

the belief itself. If I believe that Charles I died on

the scaffold, I believe truly, not because of any

intrinsic quality of my belief, which could be

discovered by merely examining the belief, but

because of an historical event which happened two

and a half centuries ago. If I believe that Charles I

died in his bed, I believe falsely : no degree of

vividness in my belief, or of care in arriving at it,

prevents it from being false, again because of what

happened long ago, and not because of any intrinsic

property of my belief. Hence, although truth and

falsehood are properties of beliefs, they are

properties dependent upon the relations of the beliefs

to other things, not upon any internal quality of the

beliefs.

The third of the above requisites leads us to adopt the

view -- which has on the whole been commonest among

philosophers -- that truth consists in some form of

correspondence between belief and fact. It is, however,

by no means an easy matter to discover a form of

correspondence to which there are no irrefutable

objections. By this partly -- and partly by the feeling that,

if truth consists in a correspondence of thought with

something outside thought, thought can never know when

truth has been attained -- many philosophers have been

led to try to find some definition of truth which shall not

consist in relation to something wholly outside belief.

The most important attempt at a definition of this sort is

the theory that truth consists in coherence. It is said that

the mark of falsehood is failure to cohere in the body of

our beliefs, and that it is the essence of a truth to form

part of the completely rounded system which is The

Truth.

(i) Explain “Our knowledge of truths, unlike our

knowledge of things, has an opposite, namely error.”

5

(ii) What are the three things required to discover the

nature of truth ? 5

(iii) Explain “Our theory of truth must be such as to

admit of its opposite, falsehood.” 5
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